Cost-effective access to over 140 nursing and allied health books packaged to meet the needs of 2-year nursing programs - available as a one-time purchase for perpetual access on Books@Ovid.

Nursing professionals face many challenges in their mission to improve patient care and, more than ever before, their education on nursing fundamentals is essential to the success of their continuing education, practice, and professional development.

Ovid’s nursing solution provides high-quality book and journal content from the industry gold standard - Lippincott Williams & Wilkins - carefully selected and backed by Ovid’s practicing nurse professionals.

What's Included

5-Minute Clinical Consult 2018, The
5-Minute Consult Clinical Companion to Women's Health
5-Minute Orthopaedic Consult
5-Minute Pain Management Consult
5-Minute Pediatric Consult, The
5-Minute Sports Medicine Consult, The
5-Minute Toxicology Consult
5-Minute Urology Consult, The
ACLS Review Made Incredibly Easy!
Anatomy & Physiology Made Incredibly Easy!
Anatomy & Physiology Made Incredibly Visual!
Anatomy & Physiology: An Incredibly Easy! Workout
Anatomy & Physiology: An Incredibly Visual! Pocket Guide
Assessment Made Incredibly Easy!
Assessment: A 2-in-1 Reference for Nurses
Assessment: An Incredibly Easy! Pocket Guide
Assessment: An Incredibly Easy! Workout
Assessment: An Incredibly Visual! Pocket Guide
Atlas of Airway Management: Techniques and Tools
Atlas of Infectious Diseases of the Female Genital Tract
Best of Incredibly Easy!
Breath Sounds Made Incredibly Easy!
Cardiovascular Care Made Incredibly Easy!
Cardiovascular Care Made Incredibly Visual!
Charting Made Incredibly Easy!
Charting: An Incredibly Easy! Pocket Guide
Chronic Disorders: An Incredibly Easy! Pocket Guide
Clinical Pharmacology Made Incredibly Easy!
Diabetes Mellitus: A Nurse's Guide to Patient Care
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Lippincott Manual of Nursing Practice Series: Diagnostic Tests
Lippincott Manual of Nursing Practice Series: Documentation
Lippincott Manual of Nursing Practice Series: ECG Interpretation
Lippincott Manual of Nursing Practice Series: Pathophysiology
LPN Expert Guides: Advanced Skills
LPN Expert Guides: ECG Interpretation
LPN Expert Guides: Fluids and Electrolytes
LPN Expert Guides: I.V. Therapy
LPN Expert Guides: Pathophysiology
LPN Expert Guides: Wound Care
LPN Facts Made Incredibly Quick!
Maternal-Neonatal Facts Made Incredibly Quick!
Maternal-Neonatal Nursing in a Flash
Maternal-Neonatal Nursing Made Incredibly Easy!
Medical Spanish Made Incredibly Easy!
Medical Spanish Made Incredibly Quick!
Medical Terminology Made Incredibly Easy!
Medication Administration Made Incredibly Easy!
MRI: The Basics
Nurse’s 3-Minute Clinical Reference
Nurse’s 5-Minute Clinical Consult: Diagnostic Tests
Nurse’s 5-Minute Clinical Consult: Diseases
Nurse’s 5-Minute Clinical Consult: Multisystem Disorders
Nurse’s 5-Minute Clinical Consult: Procedures
Nurse’s 5-Minute Clinical Consult: Signs & Symptoms
Nurse’s 5-Minute Clinical Consult: Treatments
Nurse’s Legal Handbook
Nurse’s Personal Preceptor
Nurse’s Quick Check: Diagnostic Tests
Nurse’s Quick Check: Diseases
Nurse’s Quick Check: Fluids and Electrolytes
Nurse’s Quick Check: Signs & Symptoms
Nurse’s Quick Check: Skills
Nurse’s Rapid Reference
Nurses’ Guide to Clinical Procedures
Nursing Care Planning Made Incredibly Easy!
Nursing Facts Made Incredibly Quick!
Nursing in a Flash
Nursing Know-How: Charting Patient Care
Nursing Know-How: Evaluating Heart & Breath Sounds
Nursing Know-How: Evaluating Signs & Symptoms
Ovid Nursing Community College Extended Book Collection

Nursing Know-How: Interpreting ECGs
Nursing Procedures Made Incredibly Easy!
Nutrition Made Incredibly Easy!
Occupational Musculoskeletal Disorders
Pathophysiology Made Incredibly Easy!
Pathophysiology: A 2-in-1 Reference for Nurses
Pathophysiology: An Incredibly Easy! Pocket Guide
Pathophysiology: An Incredibly Visual! Pocket Guide
Pediatric Facts Made Incredibly Quick!
Pediatric Nursing Made Incredibly Easy!
Pharmacology Made Incredibly Easy!
Pharmacology: A 2-in-1 Reference for Nurses
Psychiatric Nursing Made Incredibly Easy!
Radiology 101: The Basics and Fundamentals of Imaging
Respiratory Care Made Incredibly Easy!
RN Expert Guides: Cardiovascular Care
RN Expert Guides: Neurologic Care
RN Expert Guides: Respiratory Care
Signs and Symptoms: A 2-in-1 Reference for Nurses
SkillMaster’s Wound Care
SkillMasters: 3-Minute Assessment
SkillMasters: Better Documentation
SkillMasters: Expert ECG Interpretation
Straight A’s in Anatomy and Physiology
Straight A’s in Fluids and Electrolytes
Straight A’s in Maternal-Neonatal Nursing
Straight A’s in Medical-Surgical Nursing
Straight A’s in Nursing Pharmacology
Straight A’s in Pathophysiology
Straight A’s in Pediatric Nursing
Straight A’s in Psychiatric and Mental Health Nursing
Surgical Care Made Incredibly Visual!
The 5-Minute Obstetrics and Gynecology Consult
Wound Care Facts Made Incredibly Quick!
Wound Care Made Incredibly Easy!
Wound Care Made Incredibly Visual!
Wound Care: An Incredibly Visual! Pocket Guide